Win SSHH! Don't Wake Dad!
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We’re giving away four of another brilliant electronic board game from Drumond Park - the highly entertaining SSHH! Don’t Wake
Dad! (rrp £24.99, age five to adult). The central figure in this novel game is a "Dad" who snores loudly (yes, really!) throughout the
game. And wait for it… he jumps bolt upright from his bed when he’s woken from his sleep by mischievous children on their way to
find treats!
The aim of this delightful game is for players to make their hungry way along a truly hazardous route from their own beds around –
and even right over! – Dad, who is sleeping in the middle of the board.
They’re all racing to reach the kitchen fridge – where a slice of tempting chocolate cake awaits. But on their way across the board,
they have to avoid landing on the howling cat, the tinkling bell and the hooting owl… That’s because if one of them wakes the
slumberous Dad from his dreams – Aaghh!!, he’ll rise up with a start and staring eyes… and send them scurrying back down the
board – to where they left their slippers!
This enthralling game, which could be sent to you in time for Christmas, is guaranteed to provide hours of fun for everyone who

enjoys the thrill of the chase alongside plenty of infuriating hazards and surprises – that will make them want to play again and again!
To enter our competition just answer this question:
Where are all the players racing to?
Please write SSHH! Don’t Wake Dad! in the subject line of your email and include all your contact details. One entry per household.
This competition is now closed.
The winners will be the senders of the first four correct emails opened at random after 12pm on Friday 30 November, 2018.
For more information and stockist visit Drumond Park
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